The Mechanix Wear® Original Glove® started the high performance work glove category. Eighteen years of analysis, development, and innovation have created 55 different styles of work gloves from the Original®. They all have their own story and their own way of providing hand protection. From basic protection to gloves that are fire retardant, this is the roadmap to finding the right type of hand protection you need.

PROTECT YOUR HANDS

THE ORIGINAL®
- MG-01
- MG-02
- MG-03
- MG-05
- MG-09

ORIGIINAL® SPECIALITY
- ORIGINAL® 0.5
- HMG-05
- ORIGINAL® GRIP
- MGG-05
- ORIGINAL® VENT
- MGV-00
- ORIGINAL® PLUS
- MGP-08
- ORIGINAL® WOMEN’S
- MG-72

FASTFIT®
- MFF-02
- MFF-03
- MFF-05

M-PACT®
- MMP-01
- MMP-02
- MMP-03
- MMP-05

M-PACT® 2
- FINGERLESS
- MFL-05
- MP2-01
- MP2-02
- MP2-03
- MP2-05

M-PACT® 3
- MP3-05

MRT®
- 0.5 M-PACT®
- MRT-P5

RACE SPECIALTY
- FABRICATOR
- MFG-05
- HAPPY HOUR
- MHH-05
- COTTON
- CJ-05

TEAM ISSUE® CARBON-X®
- LEVEL 01
- CXG-L1
- LEVEL 05
- CXG-L5
- LEVEL 10
- CXG-L10

HOME + GARDEN
- UTILITY
- HIS-05
- PADDED PALM
- H25-05
- IMPACT PRO
- H30-05
- WOMEN’S UTILITY
- H17-12
- WOMEN’S UTILITY
- H17-17

COMMERCIAL GRADE
- CG UTILITY
- CG15-75
- CG PADDED PALM
- CG25-75
- CG FRAMER
- CG27-75
- CG IMPACT PRO
- CG30-75
- CG HEAVY DUTY
- CG40-75

SAFETY
- FASTFIT®
- SFF-91
- ORIGINAL®
- SMG-91
- M-PACT®
- SMP-91
- M-PACT® 2
- SP2-91
- M-PACT® ORHD
- SHD-91
- MCW2-08

COLD WEATHER
- ORIGINAL®
- MG-55
- MG-71
- MG-72
- ORIGINAL® VENT
- MGV-55

TACTICAL
- ORIGINAL®
- MG-55
- MG-71
- MG-72
- M-PACT®
- MMP-55
- MMP-71
- MMP-72
- M-PACT® 2
- MP2-55
**Glove Guide 2010**

**The Original**

**The Glove That Started It All**

**Secure Fit**
Innovative, wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure forms better to wrist and improves comfort.

**Comfortable Fit**
Uniquely ribbed 2-way stretch Spandex top increases stretch and flexibility for an even better fit.

**Reinforced Thumb**
High dexterity fingertips and 2-ply thumb reduces wear and increases protection.

**Available Colors**
- MG-01 Yellow
- MG-02 Red
- MG-03 Blue
- MG-05 Black
- MG-06 Green
- MG-09 Orange

**The Original 0.5**

**Original Specialty Line**

**Secure Fit**
Low-profile rubber molded closure forms a secure fit.

**Ultra Feel**
0.5mm Clarino forms a second skin for dexterity and comfort.

**Reinforced Thumb**
High dexterity fingertips and 2-ply thumb reduces wear and increases protection.

**Available Colors**
- MG-05 Black

**The Original Grip**

**Original Specialty Line**

**Secure Fit**
Low-profile rubber molded closure forms a secure fit.

**Ultimate Grip**
PVC coated palm with new chevron pattern for maximum grip and dexterity.

**Reinforced Thumb**
High dexterity fingertips and 2-ply thumb reduces wear and increases protection.

**Available Colors**
- MG-05 Black
**FastFit**

*Powerful Performance at a Great Value*

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don't. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection.

**Available Colors**

- MFF-02 RED
- MFF-03 BLUE
- MFF-05 BLACK

---

**The Original® Vent**

*Original Specialty Line*

When you need sturdy, you need our Original Plus Glove. We started by improving traction with a raised pattern to maximize the thumb and finger grip. From there we added a two-way, form-fitting Spandex back and stretch insert panels between the fingers for comfort, and an index finger knuckle reinforcement band for protection. Finally, we integrated an improved cuff and thumb fit to provide for easy entry and increased flexibility.

**Available Colors**

- MPP-08 BLACK
- MPP-00 WHITE

---

**The Original® Plus**

*Original Specialty Line*

Designed for hot or humid conditions, the Original Vent Glove gives you a single-layer of lightweight air mesh on the top to minimize heat build-up while it’s perforated Clarino Synthetic Leather palm and fully ventilated construction keeps the entire hand comfortable and cool. A new taller cuff with an improved rubber closure system gives you the confidence you need when the heat is on.

**Available Colors**

- MGV-00 WHITE
- MGP-08 BLACK

---

**Vent**

*The Original Specialty Line*

When you need sturdy, you need our Original Plus Glove. We started by improving traction with a raised pattern to maximize the thumb and finger grip. From there we added a two-way, form-fitting Spandex back and stretch insert panels between the fingers for comfort, and an index finger knuckle reinforcement band for protection. Finally, we integrated an improved cuff and thumb fit to provide for easy entry and increased flexibility.

**Available Colors**

- MGP-08 BLACK
- MGP-00 WHITE

---

**Automotive**

With improved contours for a better fit, our FastFit® Glove is the tool to use for everyday jobs. The glove incorporates a Clarino synthetic leather palm, Lycra panels between the fingers and a two-way stretch Spandex padded back. A new taller cuff has been added to provide for a more secure fit and additional coverage, giving you the best combination of performance and economy.

**Available Colors**

- MFF-02 RED
- MFF-03 BLUE
- MFF-05 BLACK

---

**M-Pact**

*Extreme Protection for the Tough Jobs*

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don't. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection.

**Available Colors**

- MPP-01 YELLOW
- MPP-02 RED
- MPP-03 BLUE
- MPP-05 BLACK
M-PACT® FINGERLESS

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don’t. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection. Imported

KNuckle GUARD
New molded rubber exoskeleton design adds knuckle protection.

PADDED PALM
Anatomically patterned EVA foam palm panels.

FINGERLESS DESIGN
Ultimate dexterity for handling the smallest of items.

M-PACT® 2
GET TOUGH WITH US

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. This glove has it all. Imported

MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection from fingertips to wrist area.

EXTREME KNUCKLE GUARD
Accordion design with dense EVA foam padding reduces impact.

IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panels on thumb, fingertips and palm improve control.

M-PACT® 3

When you want all-around heavy duty protection you want our M-Pact® 3 Glove. It starts with a Kevlar molded knuckle for superior protection. We then went a step further by adding impact-absorbing, molded Thermal Plastic Rubber finger protection, along with an anatomically shaped multi-layer leather palm with EVA interior foam padding. And for comfort and flexibility, there’s a heavy duty stretch panel and Spandex padded top. Imported

ULTRA KNUCKLE PROTECTION
Molded Kevlar knuckle shell shields impacts for optimum protection.

PADDED PALM
Anatomically patterned EVA foam palm panels.

IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panels on thumb, fingertips and palm improve control.

MRT® 0.5

The all-new MRT® 0.5 M-Pact® Glove continues our tradition of cutting edge race developed product. It offers both high dexterity and protection. A honeycomb exoskeleton integrates with a specially designed rubber knuckle ribbing for top-of-hand protection. It has a 2-stage palm of thinner 0.5mm dimpled Clarino Septon in the fingers and dual-layer EVA foam palm panels for impact protection. The fingertips and partial palm are also overprinted for an ultra grip. This glove has it all. Imported

KNUCKLE GUARD
Molded rubber ribbing adds knuckle protection.

ULTRA GRIP
Overprinted 0.5mm Clarino for added grip where you need it.

COMFORT AND PROTECTION
Revolutionary honeycomb exoskeleton shell adds protection and structural integrity.
TEAM ISSUE™ LEVEL 10
CARBON X

Be prepared for anything on race day. The Team Issue™ Level 10 Glove is engineered as a shield for your hands during safety, rescue and fueling operations. The fire retardant, three-ply Carbon-X body with genuine leather reinforced Carbon-X-lined palm and fingertips protects during extreme situations. An internal elastic wrist band holds the glove securely in place. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/10 specifications. Imported.

FIRE RETARDANT
Carbon-X and leather give this glove the SFI rating 3.3/10.

AVAILABLE COLORS
CXG-11 BLACK

TEAM ISSUE™ LEVEL 5
CARBON X

The more intense the conditions the more protection you need. We’ve integrated two layers of fire retardant Carbon-X into the top, bottom, and fingertips of the Team Issue™ Carbon-X Level 5 Glove before incorporating a high-density accordion design to shield knuckles against impact. The glove is then held tightly in place with a hook and loop closure. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/5 specifications. Imported.

FIRE RETARDANT
Carbon-X with padded accordion design to protect knuckles. SFI rating 3.3/5.

AVAILABLE COLORS
CXG-15 BLACK

TEAM ISSUE™ LEVEL 1
CARBON X

Our Team Issue™ Carbon-X Level 1 Glove is constructed with a sturdy Carbon-X-lined genuine leather palm. It is backed with a comfortable top layer of fire retardant Carbon-X stretch-knit, shielding your entire hand. The glove’s wide leather cuff with a hook and loop closure system allows for easy entry and a fit you can trust. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/1 specifications. Imported.

FIRE RETARDANT
One layer of Carbon-X in tandem with a leather and Carbon-X palm. SFI rating 3.3/1.

AVAILABLE COLORS
CXG-11 BLACK

FABRICATOR

They don’t get any tougher than this. The 100% genuine leather, heavy duty Fabricator Glove is a must-have for fabricators or anyone needing a sturdy leather glove. With heat resistant cowhide panels, palm and fingertip reinforcements, and a leather dual-layer knuckle band, it comfortably handles all of the punishment you can dish out and then some. Imported.

ALL LEATHER
100% leather construction keeps wear to a minimum.

SECURE FIT
Large open cuff with hook and loop closure makes it easy to get the glove on and secured.

AVAILABLE COLORS
MFG-05 BLACK
**HAPPY HOUR**

When heat resistance is a must, the hard working Happy Hour Glove delivers. Manufactured with heat and tear resistant Kevlar 18" sleeve, Cordura finger gussets, and a second layer palm patch for high-wear areas, this long-lasting glove gives you full coverage from your fingers to your elbow. The easy slip-on style cuff has been constructed for a super-secure fit. Imported.

**EXTENDED PROTECTION**
Integrated Kevlar sleeve protects from wrist to elbow.

**LEATHER**
All leather palm, thumb and fingertips for heat resistance and durability.

**COMFORT**
Elastic knit cuff comfortably slips on and off.

**DISPOSABLE**
Great for messy tear-downs. Throw away or wash and reuse.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H17-05 BLACK

---

**COTTON**

The glove for all-around light-duty jobs, our Cotton Glove is made from 100% heavyweight breathable cotton, making it feel cool and comfortable on your hands. Use them for those messy tear-down tasks and then throw them away. Or, because it’s a high-quality Mechanix glove, just drop them in the washer and use them again. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Elastic knit cuff comfortably slips on and off.

**DISPOSABLE**
PVC printed grip pattern on index and thumb

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
CJ-05 BLACK

---

**WOMEN’S UTILITY**

Anatomically engineered for a woman’s smaller hand, our Women’s Glove combines the luxury of comfort in tandem with no-nonsense durable construction to create an all-purpose glove developed especially for women. A super-firm grip is supplied by incorporating a Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather palm, and the exceptional fit and feel comes from a two-way stretch Spandex back and stretch panels between fingers. It has everything you’re looking for in a versatile work glove. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Anatomically cut Thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**SECURE FIT**
Adjustable hook and loop rubber closure.

**REINFORCEMENT**
Double reinforced index finger and thumb.

**SUPEIOR FIT**
Pattern specifically cut for the shape of a woman’s hand.

**ADDED GRIP**
PVC printed grip pattern on index and thumb

**EASY ON-OFF CUFF**
Full elastic cuff designed for comfort.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H15-05 BLACK

---

**UTILITY**

For a work glove that features quality and value, step up to the all-purpose Utility Glove from Mechanix Wear. It is perfect to have on hand for a wide variety of small and large jobs. This glove is constructed with a two-way form fitting stretch Spandex top and stretch panels between fingers for extra dexterity, along with reinforced Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather thumb and index fingertips for improved strength and protection. Slip them on, fasten up the hook and loop closures, and you’re ready to handle almost anything. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Anatomically cut Thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**SECURE FIT**
Adjustable hook and loop rubber closure.

**REINFORCEMENT**
Double reinforced index finger and thumb.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H17-12 MAROON

---

**HAPPY HOUR**

When heat resistance is a must, the hard working Happy Hour Glove delivers. Manufactured with heat and tear resistant Kevlar 18" sleeve, Cordura finger gussets, and a second layer palm patch for high-wear areas, this long-lasting glove gives you full coverage from your fingers to your elbow. The easy slip-on style cuff has been constructed for a super-secure fit. Imported.

**EXTENDED PROTECTION**
Integrated Kevlar sleeve protects from wrist to elbow.

**LEATHER**
All leather palm, thumb and fingertips for heat resistance and durability.

**COMFORT**
Elastic knit cuff comfortably slips on and off.

**DISPOSABLE**
Great for messy tear-downs. Throw away or wash and reuse.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H17-05 BLACK

---

**COTTON**

The glove for all-around light-duty jobs, our Cotton Glove is made from 100% heavyweight breathable cotton, making it feel cool and comfortable on your hands. Use them for those messy tear-down tasks and then throw them away. Or, because it’s a high-quality Mechanix glove, just drop them in the washer and use them again. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Elastic knit cuff comfortably slips on and off.

**DISPOSABLE**
PVC printed grip pattern on index and thumb

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
CJ-05 BLACK

---

**WOMEN’S UTILITY**

Anatomically engineered for a woman’s smaller hand, our Women’s Glove combines the luxury of comfort in tandem with no-nonsense durable construction to create an all-purpose glove developed especially for women. A super-firm grip is supplied by incorporating a Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather palm, and the exceptional fit and feel comes from a two-way stretch Spandex back and stretch panels between fingers. It has everything you’re looking for in a versatile work glove. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Anatomically cut Thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**SECURE FIT**
Adjustable hook and loop rubber closure.

**REINFORCEMENT**
Double reinforced index finger and thumb.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H15-05 BLACK

---

**UTILITY**

For a work glove that features quality and value, step up to the all-purpose Utility Glove from Mechanix Wear. It is perfect to have on hand for a wide variety of small and large jobs. This glove is constructed with a two-way form fitting stretch Spandex top and stretch panels between fingers for extra dexterity, along with reinforced Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather thumb and index fingertips for improved strength and protection. Slip them on, fasten up the hook and loop closures, and you’re ready to handle almost anything. Imported.

**COMFORT**
Anatomically cut Thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**SECURE FIT**
Adjustable hook and loop rubber closure.

**REINFORCEMENT**
Double reinforced index finger and thumb.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
H17-12 MAROON
The Padded Palm Glove is designed to help you fight fatigue during those tough jobs. We constructed it with a mesh padded knuckle and wrist to provide flexible protection, and then added a Spandex top and Tricot lining to give you extra comfort. We even padded the top of the hand to defend against abrasion and impact. But we didn’t stop there. The anatomically contoured dual-thickness palm padding is enhanced by Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather to provide you with ultimate durability and comfortable performance.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Palm Protection**
The padded palm glove is designed to help you fight fatigue during those tough jobs. We constructed it with a mesh padded knuckle and wrist to provide flexible protection, and then added a Spandex top and Tricot lining to give you extra comfort. We even padded the top of the hand to defend against abrasion and impact. But we didn’t stop there. The anatomically contoured dual-thickness palm padding is enhanced by Clarino Dura-Fit™ Synthetic Leather to provide you with ultimate durability and comfortable performance.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.

**Palm Padding**
Dual layer and dual zone anatomically shaped padding for comfort and protection.

**Reinforced Thumb**
Dual layer thumb and fingertips reduces wear and increases protection.

**Easy Entry**
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

**Comfort**
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

**Light Knuckle Protection**
Rib padded top and mesh knuckle for abrasion protection.
**COMMERCIAL GRADE**

**FRAMER**

Protection. Flexibility. Comfort. Mechanix Wear has taken the real-world demands of framers, added the technology learned at the racetrack, and integrated the two into a single glove that will blow away anything you’ve come to expect from a framer’s glove. The CG Framer Glove gives you a combination of Genuine Leather and Clarino MWX-2 Synthetic Leather for improved durability, an anatomically shaped padded palm for maximum movement and protection against abrasion and fatigue, and a fingerless index and middle finger to deliver the utmost sensitivity when handling nails or other small items. *Imported*

**IMPACT PRO**

Step up the fight against hand fatigue with the CG Impact Pro. This high endurance glove protects your hands against extreme stress and exhaustion that comes from using heavy equipment. To do that we’ve fused dual layer palm panels with extra padding along the middle of your palm to prevent blistering. Then we’ve added flexible molded rubber ribbing to the top of your hand and knuckles to create a flexible exoskeleton that supports and protects. Top that off with combined Genuine Leather and durable Clarino Synthetic Leather and you have a glove that will keep you working comfortably throughout the day. *Imported*

**HEAVY DUTY**

The CG Heavy Duty Glove can easily handle the toughest punishment your job can dish out. This glove is our top-of-the-line answer for the workforce requiring the ultimate protection against impact, abrasion and fatigue. Manufactured with features such as comfortable and breathable Genuine Leather, a multi-zone padded palm combined with flexible molded rubber ribbing for protection, and a low profile wrist cuff that allows for a full range of motion when using tools. *Imported*

**COLD WEATHER**

When the weather gets cold and the thermometer dips below 40° Fahrenheit, that’s when you need our cold weather protection for your hands. Manufactured to ward off the elements that make it tough to do your job, this glove uses a combination of soft and comfortable heavyweight fleece, 3M® Thinsulate® wind resistant lining, and a super-snug fit to create an impenetrable barrier between your hands and the cold. Add strategically placed rubberized panels and palm material make this an essential glove for cold and damp conditions. *Imported*
SAFETY

For the industrial workplace, our Safety FastFit Glove gives you enhanced contours for a more comfortable fit. Reflective strip panel and high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex adds visibility. The glove also features a Clarino Synthetic Leather palm, Lycra panels between the fingers, two-ply fingertips and thumb to reduce wear and increase protection. A new taller cuff was incorporated for a more secure fit.

REFLECTIVE
Reflective strip panel across top of hand for safe visibility.

EASY ENTRY
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

COMFORT
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

SAFETY

You can’t beat the Original Hi-Viz Glove for performance, comfort, and safety in industrial environments. We’ve customized our signature Original Glove with high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex, and a bright, Day-Glow, Color-Fast Clarino Synthetic Leather palm. There is also a Mechanix Scatter graphic pattern printed with 3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink to add a visual effect when illuminated.

REFLECTIVE
3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink for safe visibility.

SECURE FIT
Wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure forms better to wrist and improves comfort.

REINFORCED THUMB
High density finger tips and two-ply thumb reduces wear and increases protection.

SAFETY

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don’t. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. Tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area that is printed with reflective ink for an improved fit. High-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex also adds visibility.

PINCH POINT PROTECTION
Extended knuckle guard design continues coverage to fingertips.

IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panels on thumb and fingertip for extra control.

PADDED PALM
Anatomically patterned EVA foam palm panels.

SAFETY

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. For added visibility the glove has high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex and printed reflective ink on the knuckle.

REFLECTIVE
3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink for safe visibility.

EXTREME KNUCKLE GUARD
Accordion design with dense EVA foam padding reduces impact.

MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection from fingertips to wrist area.

SAFETY

For the industrial workplace, our Safety FastFit Glove gives you enhanced contours for a more comfortable fit. Reflective strip panel and high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex adds visibility. The glove also features a Clarino Synthetic Leather palm, Lycra panels between the fingers, two-ply fingertips and thumb to reduce wear and increase protection. A new taller cuff was incorporated for a more secure fit.

REFLECTIVE
Reflective strip panel across top of hand for safe visibility.

EASY ENTRY
Wide-opening elastic cuff makes it easy to pull on and off.

COMFORT
Anatomically cut thumb area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

SAFETY

You can’t beat the Original Hi-Viz Glove for performance, comfort, and safety in industrial environments. We’ve customized our signature Original Glove with high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex, and a bright, Day-Glow, Color-Fast Clarino Synthetic Leather palm. There is also a Mechanix Scatter graphic pattern printed with 3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink to add a visual effect when illuminated.

REFLECTIVE
3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink for safe visibility.

SECURE FIT
Wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure forms better to wrist and improves comfort.

REINFORCED THUMB
High density finger tips and two-ply thumb reduces wear and increases protection.

SAFETY

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don’t. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. Tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area that is printed with reflective ink for an improved fit. High-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex also adds visibility.

PINCH POINT PROTECTION
Extended knuckle guard design continues coverage to fingertips.

IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panels on thumb and fingertip for extra control.

PADDED PALM
Anatomically patterned EVA foam palm panels.

SAFETY

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. For added visibility the glove has high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex and printed reflective ink on the knuckle.

REFLECTIVE
3M® Scotchlite™ reflective ink for safe visibility.

EXTREME KNUCKLE GUARD
Accordion design with dense EVA foam padding reduces impact.

MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection from fingertips to wrist area.
Don’t let the heat get to you. Extremely hot or humid conditions can cause sweaty hands which leads to loss of valuable control. Avoid this problem with the Original Vent Glove. It’s designed to perform in the hottest weather and minimize heat build-up. Beat the heat wherever your mission takes you.

Military professionals deserve a glove that is designed to suit their needs. While Mechanix Wear® made its name in motorsports, we are no less serious about our tactical line of gloves. The versatile Original Glove fits innumerable tasks where general protection or extra grip is necessary. As with all of our gloves, we constantly update the Original using the most advanced technology and materials.

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don’t. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection.

Safety M-Pact® ORHD

Be prepared for everything. Originally designed for work on oil rigs and platforms, the Safety M-Pact® ORHD is rugged enough to handle the most difficult of tasks. A rubber-molded exoskeleton integrates with a stamped foam padded top of hand and extended cuff for complete protection. The rubber molding extends to the fingertips for pinch point protection. The palm is double reinforced with rubberized grip for extra durability and grip in slick situations. High visibility reflective material is located on the fingertips, wrist and palm.

The Original®

Military professionals deserve a glove that is designed to suit their needs. While Mechanix Wear® made its name in motorsports, we are no less serious about our tactical line of gloves. The versatile Original Glove fits innumerable tasks where general protection or extra grip is necessary. As with all of our gloves, we constantly update the Original using the most advanced technology and materials.

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands don’t. The M-Pact® Glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection.

Tactical M-Pact®

The M-Pact® glove has been designed with an anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top and EVA foam palm pads for improved protection. For exceptional performance the glove gives you tapered finger stretch side panels and a new Spandex stretch panel thumb area. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure adds additional protection.
For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. This glove has it all. Imported.

MAX PROTECTION Complete impact protection from fingertips to wrist area.

IMPROVED GRIP Rubberized grip panels on thumb, fingertips and palm improve control.

EXTREME KNUCKLE GUARD Accordion design with dense EVA foam padding reduces impact.

INNOVATION
Innovation is the burden of every category leader and we accept the challenge with enthusiasm and pride. We constantly create new types of gloves and new designs that drive this emerging category. Endless hours of research and development go into creating gloves that truly fit, feel, and function. Other gloves may look similar, but only Mechanix Wear® makes The Original® Glove.

QUALITY
With years of experience making gloves, Mechanix Wear® knows quality control is serious business. This is why we employ quality control specialists to create, implement and enforce quality control standards in all our facilities. Then we continue checking the fit, feel, and function of gloves all through our system until they ship to you.

EXPERIENCE
The high performance work glove needs to fit like a second skin for you to work in it regularly. Therefore, we go to extremes to supervise the consistent manufacturing of our perfect fitting gloves. For 18 years, we’ve designed, tested, checked and rechecked our glove patterns so that all our gloves truly fit like a glove.

BRAND RECOGNITION
We have spent millions of dollars building the product category and our brand. Mechanix Wear® reaches over 100 million customers monthly through television, print, radio and racing events. Your customers will ask for us by name. Mechanix Wear® Gloves. The Tool That Fits Like A Glove®.